Do You Believe in Magic?
Membership Magic

M Magnificent Members
A Amazing Officers
G Grand Activities
I Inspirational Service
C Classy Projects

Start
Recruit
Retain
Recognize
Affiliate
Plan

Magical Membership Hints:
- Have a membership week that focuses on gaining members.
- Get your “key” school leaders to join.
- Make membership special—present special things (awards, treats, privileges) to members.
- Lunchtime activities (especially if they include food) help draw in new members.
- Be sure your officers plan the activities and carry them out—let them learn to lead.
- Keep current with the interests of your students.
- Maintain excitement throughout the entire year with an FCCLA theme.
- Incorporate team building activities for your council and your members.
- Focus on friendliness, invite everyone, and be inclusive.

Magic Membership Activity Ideas:

Opening Social
Make sure you have food and a lot of information about the club. In the past we have done such things as a giant burrito party, root beer floats, and ice cream sundaes.

The Amazing FCCLA Race
Students pair up and make teams. Clues send them on a treasure-hunt type race throughout the school. Clues should have questions about FCCLA, if they get it right they get the next clue.

Giant FCCLA Twister
Set up a big twister game on the lawn at school.

FCCLA Idol
Host a karaoke contest with FCCLA officers or advisors as judges. Contestants sing for the crowd and the crowd chooses a winner.

FCCLA Fear Factor
Up your interest appeal by hosting an event full of the nasty things you'd never do. Surprisingly, you'll be able to get some high school students to participate.

Other Ideas Include: FCCLA Jeopardy, Balloon Burst, Pyramid, Survivor, FCCLA Weakest Link, FCCLA socials and dinners, and FCCLA shirts or sweatshirts to unify your group.